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Process



How do you feel about agile now?

It’s a devastated wasteland. The 
life has been sucked out of it. 

Kent Beck
builtin.com/software-engineering-perspectives/kent-beck-geeks-gusto-globalization



It’s a few religious rituals 
carried out by people who don’t 
understand the purpose that 
those rituals were intended to 
serve in the first place.

Kent Beck
builtin.com/software-engineering-perspectives/kent-beck-geeks-gusto-globalization



There are many businesses and 

teams that would claim to be 

flying the Agile flag (or the Lean 

flag or the DevOps flag or…) 

rather than the flag of waterfall 

development...

Kevlin Henney

kevlinhenney.medium.com/getting-over-the-waterfall-c090c6228ca9



... but these are, in many cases, 

unwitting false flag operations —

waterfall projects rebadged with 

new terminology, more urgent 

time scales and increased 

micromanagement.

Kevlin Henney

kevlinhenney.medium.com/getting-over-the-waterfall-c090c6228ca9



jeffsutherland.com/scrum/BasVodde2006_nokia_agile.pdf



agileconsortium.blogspot.com/2007/12/nokia-test.html



Scrum, for our purposes, is the 
thought and action cloud around 
the word Scrum, around the Scrum 
“notion”. Scrum is what the whole 
Scrum system is and does.

Ron Jeffries
ronjeffries.com/articles/021-01ff/what-about-scrum/



Scrum, seen as the whole system, 
is very much anti-maker and anti-
making, despite the good will of 
everyone I know inside that system.

Ron Jeffries
ronjeffries.com/articles/021-01ff/what-about-scrum/





The design process 
is an iterative one.

Andy Kinslow



Plan Do

Act Study



The most deadly thing in software is 
the concept, which almost universally 
seems to be followed, that you are 
going to specify what you are going 
to do, and then do it.

Douglas Ross



And that is where most of 
our troubles come from.

Douglas Ross



You have to finish things —
that’s what you learn from, 
you learn by finishing things.

Neil Gaiman





Responding to change 
over following a plan





Properly gaining control 

of the design process 

tends to feel like one is 

losing control of the 

design process.



Progress



agile, adjective

▪ able to move quickly and easily

Concise Oxford English Dictionary



agile, noun

▪ quick movement

The goal pursued by many organisations ‘doing’ agile



agile, noun

▪ busyness

The result of many organisations ‘doing’ agile



velocity



velocity
You keep using that word.
I do not think it means 
what you think it means.
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It's impossible to pay proper 
attention to your life if you are 
hurtling along at lightning speed.
When your job is to see things other 
people don't, you have to slow down 
enough that you can actually look.





Move slow and 
mend things



Deliver sooner, 
not faster



Planning



tomtoro.com/cartoons/



business value



prioritise by

business value





prioritise by 

estimated 

business value



time to 

market



time in 

market



sustainability



Prediction is very difficult, 
especially about the future.

?Niels Bohr



Scale



This body which was called and 

which still calls itself the Holy 

Roman Empire was in no way 

holy, nor Roman, nor an empire.

Voltaire



Voltaire’s observation on the Holy 

Roman Empire seemingly offers a 

template for describing SAFe, the 

Scaled Agile Framework.

twitter.com/KevlinHenney/status/1465596898937556993
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down



Software development does not 

have economies of scale.

Development has diseconomies 

of scale.

Allan Kelly
Beyond Projects

http://www.slideshare.net/allankellynet/no-prokects-beyond-projects-refreshed-version



completion time 
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The Facebook iOS app has over 18,000 
Objective-C classes, and in a single 
week 429 people contributing to it.

Facebook’s code quality problem
Graham King

http://www.darkcoding.net/software/facebooks-code-quality-problem/



For every activity 

there is a certain 

appropriate scale.



Productivity is a function of 
codebase size. Developers are 
dramatically less productive 
on larger bodies of code.

Rob Smallshire
sixty-north.com/blog/predictive-models-of-development-teams-and-the-systems-they-build





We don't develop proper 

recognition for the skills and 

qualities of mind that in fact 

help make collaboration 

successful, productive and 

enjoyable.



The task of collaboration is, 

in fact, beautiful and serious.

It is one of the grandest 

undertakings to coordinate 

the efforts of groups of 

people.


